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Abstract This paper reflects our ongoing interest in discovering essential elements of
facilitation in decision support for groups with members having different perspectives
on a strategic problem. We investigated questioning behaviour, a critical aspect of
microlevel behaviour, of the facilitator in a classroom experiment with five-person
groups (N26). The supported groups used a facilitated modelling approach, that is,
group model building, which is based on system dynamics. In the control condition,
one of the participants led the group discussion in the role of chairperson. As expected,
we found that the facilitator asked more questions than the chairperson. Subsequently,
based on proposed functions of questions by discussion leaders in group decision
making, we distinguished three categories of questions; related to (a) rational and
social validation, (b) reflection, and (c) information management. Analysis of question
type frequencies revealed that facilitators mainly ask questions from the rational and
social validation category, and that this question type declines over the course of the
discussion process. Questions prompting reflection increased over time. Information
management questions were mostly used in the beginning and middle part of the
session. In the groups led by a chairperson, a less clear picture emerged. There was a
great variety between groups with respect to type of questions and sequence in which
the chairperson asked questions. The only consistent result for unsupported meetings
is that information management primarily took place at the end of the sessions.
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1 Introduction
Managers experience strategic decision making problems often as “messes” (cf. Ack-
off 1979, p. 99). Strategic problems consist of issues relating developments inside and
outside the organisation. Change in the problem situation occurs at different times
and places (Pettigrew 1992). Each issue independently influences developments in the
problem but more than that, the interaction between issues shapes problem behaviour
(Ackoff 1979) and gives rise to the perception of messiness. In addition to complexity
due to interaction between issues, different and sometimes conflicting perspectives
of stakeholders complicate a strategic problem. Organisations confronted with this
kind of problem may turn to a range of decision support approaches (Morton et al.
2003). In one particular form of decision support, known as facilitated modelling,
two instruments are important: the construction of a model of the problem situation
and facilitation of the group decision making process in a participatory way (Franco
and Montibeller 2010). These model-driven approaches bring stakeholders together
in face-to-face meetings, aimed at exchanging information and perceptions on the
problem in a learning process (Eden 1995; Morton et al. 2003). Facilitated modelling
approaches emerged at the end of the 1970s from the realisation that complex prob-
lems make it necessary to elicit and compare multiple perspectives to handle a problem
(Morton et al. 2003). These approaches were therefore designed to help stakehold-
ers to exchange diverse information and perspectives, combine insights, and jointly
determine how to manage the messy situation.
Numerous studies, mainly executed in natural settings, have reported positive out-
comes supporting the value of facilitated modelling approaches in these settings (see
e.g., Phillips 2007; Rouwette et al. 2002; Scott et al. 2016). It is difficult, however, to
clearly establish the link between context, process and outcomes of decision support
(Schilling et al. 2007). In natural settings, the context in which a facilitated modelling
approach is used and how the approach is used in that context, is largely beyond
the control of researchers (Finlay 1998; Rouwette et al. 2009). Several authors have
called for research that builds understanding of the process of decision support in
messy problem situations (see e.g., Brocklesby 2016; Franco and Montibeller 2010;
Hämäläinen et al. 2013). Numerous factors influence the outcomes of model-driven
decision support. Facilitated modelling includes support both with regard to the con-
tent of the problem at hand and the (social) process during group work; building a
model in a participatory way boils down to balancing technical and analytical aspects
with human and social aspects (Huxham and Cropper 1994; Brocklesby 2016). As
pointed out by Eden (1989 in Brocklesby 2016, p. 799), positive outcomes depend
more on using decision support “in the meaningful context in which it occurs” rather
than on “the veracity or elegance of technical solutions”. Depending on the context,
for instance the political sensitivity of a problem, comparable processes will lead
to different outcomes. For studies in natural settings, it has proven to be difficult to
separate the effect of context from process factors (Rosenhead and Mingers 2001;
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Rouwette et al. 2002). More systematic research is needed to identify effective pro-
cess elements at work in facilitated modelling (Andersen et al. 2007; Midgley et al.
2013; Rouwette et al. 2002; Scott et al. 2016). The present study responds to this
need by addressing a process element, that is, asking questions by the facilitator, in a
classroom experiment. This research design enabled us to explore facilitation at the
microlevel, that is, by analysing observable behaviour shown in the process of decision
support. Questioning (i.e., asking questions) is verbal behaviour that can be observed,
operationalised in our study as the act “to elicit a verbal response from those to whom
the question is addressed” (Kersley 1976 in Hawkins and Power 1999, p. 236). The
direct examination of microlevel behaviour allowed us to come to conclusions based
on observations of characteristics for which objective measures can be found. This
can be seen as complementary to research that—although valuable—hinges on sub-
jective (self) evaluations of decision making support (Rosenhead and Mingers 2001;
Rouwette et al. 2002; Scott et al. 2016).
A better understanding of what happens in facilitated modelling is important from
a theoretical but also from a practical point of view. As a participatory process always
requires resources from organisations that need to be planned and justified, facilitators
and their contact persons in organisations must be able to motivate the choice of
a decision support approach (Eden and Ackermann 1996). A better understanding
of how the process affects outcomes of decision support will enable them to better
compare available options and justify their choice. In addition, evidence of which
process elements work—or do not work—and why, will be of interest for developers
of training programmes for novice facilitators. More insight into the facilitated
modelling process can be reflected and stored in scripts (Ackermann et al. 2010;
Hovmand et al. 2012): Steps as well as the reason why steps are to be taken in
a particular way, can be described more specifically. These insights can support
novice facilitators in choosing a design for a session or project. More elaborated and
substantiated scripts improve the basis for evaluating facilitated modelling practices.
This ultimately benefits both experienced facilitators and novices, by giving them
valuable ideas on further improvements in decision support.
In messy problem situations, personal or human elements inherently have a role
(Morton et al. 2003). With multiple stakeholders involved in the group process, facil-
itated modelling is bound to be influenced by human behaviour (Hämäläinen et al.
2013). Human behaviour is not only related to group members participating in the
modelling process but also to the facilitator guiding the process. Group facilitation
intends to help groups accomplish their task more efficiently and effectively (Kolf-
schoten et al. 2012). Facilitators support decision-making groups by helping group
members to use their information resources optimally and by counteracting potential
dysfunctions, such as cognitive inertia, groupthink, and information overload (Franco
and Montibeller 2010). Model-based decision support often explicitly takes a process
consultation perspective which means that the facilitator aims to establish a helping
relationship with the client (Franco and Montibeller 2010; Morton et al. 2003; Schein
1997). An important part of process consultation perspective is that the facilitator
engages in genuine exploratory inquiry (Schein 1997). Schein sees each act of the
facilitator as an intervention that influences the client’s behaviour, thinking and feel-
ings. “(…) Every question [emphasis added] or inquiry is (…) an intervention and must
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be treated as such” (p. 207). This underscores the relevance of examining microlevel
behaviour of the facilitator. If the facilitator’s behaviour has such a great impact, it
seems imperative that facilitators reflect on their actions and the effects they evoke.
As already stated, constructing a model and facilitation of the process in a participa-
tory way are the two main instruments of model-based decision support. When using
facilitated modelling, the facilitator guides the group through the discussion process.
We selected ‘asking questions’ as our focus since asking questions is a direct way to
guide a discussion process (Edmondson et al. 2003; Meyer et al. 2016; Vennix 1996).
The facilitator’s role is to help group members to articulate their views and explore
differences and commonalities, while jointly modelling the problem. This requires
asking questions to participants (Franco and Montibeller 2010).
Some studies have investigated questioning by discussion leaders. For instance,
Korsgaard et al. (1995) showed that questioning by leaders matters in strategic deci-
sion making groups. They found that a strong consideration of group members’ input
(i.e., by rephrasing statements, asking questions for clarification, and taking notes)
affect evaluations of group members about fairness of the process positively as well
as commitment to the decision. Meyer et al. (2016) showed that leaders encouraging
participation asked more questions than leaders having a directive style of leader-
ship.1 Asking questions mediated the relationship between participative leadership
and decision quality. Also Larson et al. (1998) showed that asking questions is related
to leadership behaviour; in their study, leaders compared to group members asked more
questions. However, to the best of our knowledge, with the exception of McCardle-
Keurentjes (2015), questioning has not been studied by systematically comparing
groups using decision support to unsupported groups.
A logical first step is to identify the number of questions asked as an indicator of
the guidance provided in the process, and see whether the frequency differs between
supported and unsupported groups. Also, different types of questions can be identified
and compared on how many questions are asked per type. However, this first step of
comparing numbers of questions is not sufficient if we want to establish relationships
between decision support and the resulting process. Frequency data can be appro-
priate, but according to Hackman and Morris (1975), it is uncertain whether specific
communication acts such as the number of questions will affect outcomes. Hackman
and Morris give the example of a chess game, for which we would not expect that the
difference between winning and losing a game can be meaningfully explained on the
basis of for instance the total number of moves of pawns. Instead, looking at clusters of
moves or sequences will be more meaningful. Before we can do that, however, we need
to know which sequences are relevant. Hackman and Morris therefore advise to start
from a conceptual framework that clarifies the essential factors that shape outcomes,
or in other words, identify links between context, process and outcomes (see also Eden
1995; Rouwette et al. 2009). Our study therefore focuses on one particular aspect of
the process of decision support, that is, questions posed by facilitators in terms of total
1 Participative leaders were instructed to stimulate discussion, ensure participation of all, provide ideas
about how to proceed in the discussion and to avoid forcing one’s own opinion on the group. Directive
leaders were instructed to be the first to suggest the optimal solution, to determine both the discussion
procedure and the optimal solution, and to interrupt unsuitable contributions.
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number of questions of different types (frequency) as well as developments of types
over time (sequence).
In this study, the facilitator of groups using decision support, is a person external to
the decision making group. This person directly communicates with group members
to elicit and integrate information (into a model), and pays attention to dynamics in the
group at the same time (Nelson and McFadzean 1998; Richardson and Andersen 1995).
The person guiding the groups in the control condition (i.e., the unsupported groups)
is a member of the decision making group. He or she contributes to the discussion in
a management position while also guiding the group discussion in the role of chair.
The term ‘discussion leader’ covers both of these roles: the facilitator in the supported
groups as well as the chairperson in the unsupported groups.
In the following, we first introduce the facilitated modelling approach used in this
study: group model building. Next, we address questioning in discussion processes and
identify functions of questions asked by discussion leaders, resulting in a typology of
questions. We subsequently present the classroom experiment in which we examined
whether facilitators ask more questions in guiding a decision making discussion than
chairpersons. Further, based on the typology of questions, we analysed the type of
questions asked by discussion leaders over time in both conditions. In the last section
of this paper, we reflect on the results and propose future research directions.
2 Group Model Building
The intervention studied in this paper is one particular type of facilitated modelling
with which the authors have first-hand experience: group model building. Group model
building is a facilitated modelling approach rooted in system dynamics and particularly
suited to support a learning process in which a shared and more comprehensive under-
standing of the problem situation is created (Vennix 1996). In order to decide on how
to manage such a problem, a comprehensive view on the problem situation is needed.
The interaction between the interrelated issues in the problem situation (the mess)
should be considered (Ackoff 1979). Group model building takes a holistic view by
helping the problem owners to identify relations between problem elements. Holism
refers to gaining understanding of “the whole problematic phenomenon, instead of
understanding parts or aspects of it” (Bleijenbergh et al. 2011, p. 150).
When supported with group model building, the facilitator helps the group to
develop a system dynamics model of a strategic problem. In the qualitative mode,
the participants construct a causal loop diagram, showing connections between con-
cepts by (chains of) causal relations. Constructing a model requires elicitation of group
members’ ideas and opinions, and identification of communalities as well as differ-
ences in participants’ contributions. The first step in the group interaction is a modified
version of Nominal Group Technique (NGT; Van de Ven and Delbecq 1974), which
asks participants to note down variables in the problem situation individually. After a
few minutes these variables are gathered in a round-ribbon fashion and noted for all
to see. Guided by the facilitator, the group will then elaborate on these contributions
until integration of ideas emerges and the point is reached that the model captures
the group members’ shared view on the problem. A computer program and a screen,
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or pencils, flip charts and/or whiteboard, are tools that are used to sketch the model
as it develops (Rouwette 2003). The facilitator takes care to include only those ele-
ments in the model on which all participants agree. This is important, because group
members will differ in the concepts and relationships each of them uses to represent
the problem situation. The resulting model on which all participants agree serves as
the basis for discussion about potential policies. The discussion process thus consists
of both divergent activities to elicit information and ideas, and convergent activities
to reach a shared view on the content of the discussion. Encouraging participation is
a major aspect of facilitation as contributions from all group members are essential
for reaching a shared view on the problem and commitment to policies (Franco and
Montibeller 2010; Vennix 1996). The development of a causal loop diagram generally
requires three meetings of about three hours each (Rouwette et al. 2016) but fewer and
longer meetings are not uncommon (e.g., de Gooyert et al. 2016 use one workshop of
four hours). In the quantitative mode, the group develops a stock and flow model that
shows the connections between accumulations and in- and out-flows. Such a formal
model is suitable for the simulation of various scenarios of action and requires more
time from the group (Rouwette et al. 2002).
Building a system dynamics model is useful, because such a model reveals
the causal relations between problem elements, and allows to examine alternative
policies based on feedback between the problem elements (Sterman 2000). Moreover,
constructing a system dynamics model with a group of stakeholder is useful as
modelling in a participatory way allows stakeholders to learn about perspectives of
others and to gain new insights on the problem. It is hoped that the process helps the
group members to better understand how decisions affect the environment relevant
to their problem, and how this in turn will influence decisions again (Andersen et al.
2007; Forrester 1968; Vennix 1996).
Group model building is supposed to accomplish the following. First of all, the goal
is “to create a climate in which team learning can take place to enhance understanding
of the problem” (Vennix 1996, p. 6). Second, the aim is to foster consensus between
the group members about how to tackle their problem and third, to contribute to devel-
opment of commitment to the decision. There is no hierarchical ordering of the goals.
However, we believe the realisation of a climate for open discussion is a prerequisite for
gaining more understanding on the problem. Understanding of the problem is needed
before consensus and commitment to the decision become relevant and meaningful
(Black and Andersen 2012). Communication, in turn, is necessary to share information
between participants and integrate their views in a shared model. Thus, communication
is at the heart of group model building (Rouwette and Smeets 2016). In the group dis-
cussion, the facilitator guides the group communication and it’s here, in the discussion
process that the open climate necessary to build understanding is created.
3 Asking Questions in Discussion Processes
Already in the 1950s, Bales started to observe the discussion process of small problem
solving groups in the laboratory (Bales 1951, 2002). Asking questions is one of the
four main categories in the coding scheme he developed to assess verbal behaviour of
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groups: Interaction Process Analysis (IPA). Discussions serve task performance and
social-emotional purposes and IPA uses four main categories reflecting these purposes
(Bales 2002; Beck and Keyton 2009). Questions (e.g., asking for opinions or sugges-
tions) are seen as task-related contributions; instrumental and information oriented.
Other task-related contributions are attempted answers (also called ‘initial problem
solving attempts’) such as giving an opinion or suggestion. Socio-emotional contri-
butions are classified as positive reactions (e.g., agreements or statements showing
solidarity) or negative reactions (e.g., statements showing disagreement or tension).
Bales (2002) characterised the general nature of the process as a feedback system
of communication and control. Problem solving attempts may be followed by pos-
itive or negative reactions; forming sequences through a repetitive cycle. Questions
may start the cycle or be asked at a later point. In several studies of small discussion
groups questioning accounted for only a small part of the discussion: 7% for asking
questions versus 56% for attempted answers, 26% for positive reactions and 11%
for negative reactions (Bales 2002). To explain the low number of questions asked,
Bales pointed to the nature of questioning. By asking a question, the sender provides
room to another person for contributing to the discussion. This means that the sender
gives up his or her speaking turn and therefore the opportunity to strengthen one’s
own position. According to Bales only those having a high status (or accepting a low
status), can allow themselves to ask a question. He also supposed that questions were
asked more often after a period of tension in the group resulting from, for instance,
disagreements, and repairing premature problem solving attempts. A question will
probably not evoke an affective or negative reaction, and can help the group to focus
and proceed in a neutral way. “Questions provide ‘a neutral way out’, a ‘patch-up
procedure’ of last recourse when negative reactions are anticipated” (Bales 2002, p.
245, italics in original). Gunnarsson (2006, p. 290) explained that a question is a way
to express one’s views towards an issue more weakly than a statement. A question that
starts, for instance, with “Would it be (…)?” includes a lower commitment to one’s
position in comparison to an expression of one’s position in a statement.
Bales’ findings, especially on the small number of questions asked in groups relative
to the category of problem solving attempts, are interesting as his research focused on
processes in initially leaderless groups, and points to areas in which decision support
may be particularly useful. He found that groups often fail to use their information
effectively and suggested that “better orientation to the problem and more information
about the facts at the beginning of meetings, if not all the way through, might improve
problem solutions with regard to the task” (Bales 2002, p. 239). In that case, more
questioning would be beneficial as a means to elicit more of the information available
in the group. In our view, questioning contributes to the procedural rationality of the
decision making process. Procedural rationality refers to the degree to which decision
relevant information is collected and analysed (Dean and Sharfman 1996) and “the
effectiveness, in light of human cognitive powers and limitations” (Simon 1990, p. 9).
Dean and Sharfman (1996) found that a higher degree of procedural rationality resulted
in more effective decision making. We assume that asking questions makes it more
likely that decision relevant information is collected. Questioning may be powerful to
improve the exchange and following use of information, which is an important aim of
group decision support.
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Communication researchers have identified questioning as a means to promote
relationships, form judgments, to manage conversations and to realise or diminish
control (Krone 1993). Questioning permeates our talk, often without us being aware
(Krone 1993). In the field of facilitated decision support, questioning is not a topic
that receives a lot of attention, however, it has been acknowledged that questioning
can be very influential. See for instance Richardson and Andersen (1995, p. 126) who
discussed the teamwork required to support a group with group model building. They
did not explicitly present questioning as essential to group facilitation, but noted: “We
then asked the group what pressures these densities [ratios between variables] would
generate (…). That question, repeated in many contexts as the workshop continued,
proved incredible productive (…)”. Various authors have paid attention to questioning
in descriptions of roles, competences or practices of facilitators (Ackermann 1996;
Franco and Montibeller 2010; McFadzean 2002; Phillips 2007; Vennix 1996; Wilkin-
son 2004). Vennix (1996, p. 149) for instance, stated that questioning is “one of the
most powerful interventions for any facilitator which, if conducted properly, is not
threatening to other people”.
Indications have been given on the type of questions facilitators should ask. These
all point to the nonprescriptive and nonthreatening nature of the facilitator’s language.
For instance, questions should be open (Nelson and McFadzean 1998) and nondi-
rective (Franco and Montibeller 2010). Open questions will invite group members to
give expanded answers (Schultz and Kushlis 2006). Nondirective questions enable
facilitators to encourage further exploration of the topic of discussion while simulta-
neously refraining from giving a judgmental evaluation on its content. The latter is
important to enhance group members’ ownership of modelling results and commit-
ment to action (Vennix 1996; Franco and Montibeller 2010). As discussed by Kim
and Mauborgne (1998) to perceive a decision making process as fair positively affects
individual attitudes such as trust, satisfaction, and commitment. Three ingredients are
collectively needed to form procedural justice: It is necessary to realise engagement by
asking individuals for input as well as providing the possibility to disagree and refute.
Next, explanation is necessary to understand the final decision as well as why some
ideas may not be included in the decision. Finally, it must be clear what is expected
from those involved in decision making (Kim and Mauborgne 1998). We therefore
can expect an effect of questioning on procedural justice: questions aimed at obtaining
input foster engagement, questions may surface topics that need further explanation
and questions can help to clarify expectations.
Ackermann (1996, p. 95) reported that clients appreciate that facilitators ask “diffi-
cult or sometimes obvious” questions. Such questions help to challenge assumptions
and ideas, and stimulate the consideration of alternatives (Ackermann 1996). Espe-
cially this kind of questions need to be embedded in the attitudes of inquiry and
neutrality as discussed by Vennix (1996). To clarify issues and prevent misunder-
standings, the facilitator can pose difficult or obvious questions on topics that groups
members tend to avoid, for instance, to save face.
To come to a useful typology for assessment of questions asked by discussion
leaders in our study, we considered a variety of question characteristics, for instance,
the form, function, or responses to questions (e.g., Stivers and Enfield 2010; Tracy and
Robles 2009). We excluded characteristics implying evaluative comments (e.g., degree
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of difficulty of questions), as evaluation comes along with ambiguity. It is possible
to imagine examples of difficult or sometimes obvious questions, but to identify a
question as difficult or obvious requires understanding of the specific context at hand
and the level of understanding of participants to which the question is posed. The form
of a question (e.g., open as contrasting to polar; the latter leads to two possible answers
such as yes or no; Stivers 2010) is more easy to identify in a valid way. Furthermore,
in case of an open question, the form fits well to the discussion climate that facilitated
modelling aims to create. Knowing that a question is open or polar, however, may
be of limited value; the form does not indicate the action or function implied by the
question. Consider for instance a question such as “How have market forces changed?”
(asked in group 17 in this study). Such a question could have been identified as an open
question and we could have assessed the extensiveness of contributions following the
question. Yet, more interesting than length or extensiveness of replies seemed to be
the task related function of questions in helping group members to reach a shared view
on the problem, for instance by detecting relationships between problem elements or
providing clarification. We believed that a classification of questions according to their
function would contribute to a richer description of questioning by discussion leaders.
We thus opted for a functional approach to assess the questions asked.
4 Functions of Questioning by Discussion Leaders
Following Simon (1976; see also Eden 1992) organisational behaviour can be called
procedurally rational when an appropriate process has been followed. In our view,
questions play an important role in a group decision making process. Questions can
be used for various purposes; to invite, request, challenge, complain, exercise control
and power, to name some of them (for more examples, see Tracy and Robles 2009).
In this study, we are interested in the process of facilitation in decision support for
groups with members having different perspectives on a strategic problem. In that
context, we distinguished the following three main functions of asking questions by
discussion leaders as most relevant: rational and social validation, prompting reflec-
tion, and information management. These functions form the main categories in the
typology presented in Table 1. Each category contains multiple question types, as will
be described below.
4.1 Rational and Social Validation
An important function of questions by discussion leaders is to request and obtain
information This function is reflected in the conventional definition of ‘the question’
by Heritage (2002, p. 1427 in Tracy and Robles 2009, p. 133): “a form of social
action, designed to seek information and accomplished in a turn at talk by means
of interrogative syntax”. Information-seeking questions request information that is
missing and is thought to be present in the group (Graesser and Person 1994). As
problem owners have diverse sets of decision-relevant information, they come together
to exchange individually owned information and integrate this into a shared view on
the problem. In that context, specifically two types of questions can be asked by
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discussion leaders, that is, systemic and prioritising questions. Systemic questions aim
to “draw out connections and relations” in participants’ perspectives (Spano 2006,
p. 280). This question type is useful to discover links and interaction between issues
in the problem situation. The elicitation of information generally comes along with
determining the relevance of information. It must be decided which items to work on
further (Wilkinson 2004) or to include in the model. Prioritising questions can help
participants to rank, rate or select ideas (Wilkinson 2004).
Further, questions can help to avoid misunderstandings and confusion. This is an
important function of questions for groups experiencing a messy problem. As Cronin
and Weingart (2007) argued, in groups of members having different knowledge and
values, inconsistencies between group members’ definitions of the group’s problem
hinder the integration of group members’ information into a shared view. Cronin and
Weingart call such inconsistencies representational gaps. Representational gaps are
problematic because information on the problem will be interpreted and evaluated
differently which can lead to conflict on how to jointly manage the problem situation.
It is often difficult to detect the source of inconsistencies as group members may not be
aware or think about the possibility that, for instance, their assumptions differ (Cronin
and Weingart 2007). Yet, questions may help to recognise what unknown or unclear
(Vennix 1996). By using indirect probes, the discussion leader can indicate that he or
she—and maybe others in the group—fail(s) to understand what is said. So, indirect
probes can help group members to clarify their contributions (Wilkinson 2004).
In the same vein, some questions of the discussion leader are meant to check for
agreement and whether repair is needed. Interestingly, in spontaneous conversations
involving two to five persons, this type of questions made up a considerable part of
the total number of questions. In a sample of 328 questions, 31% questions initiated
repairs and 21% requested confirmation (Stivers 2010). The check and repair function
is particularly relevant in facilitated modelling given that the aim is to jointly build
a model that is meaningful and appropriate. The creation of such a model requires
that participants agree upon the meaning and inclusion of elements and relations in
the model under construction. Therefore, contributions are continuously checked and
clarified (Franco 2006; Vennix 1996). Considering the check and repair function of
questioning by discussion leaders, we distinguished two question types. First, the dis-
cussion leader can hand information back to group members to create understanding
or initiate repair with playback questions. In playback questions, the discussion leader
may repeat a group member’s contribution, or translate it into other words to clar-
ify one’s understanding (cf. Phillips 2007; Wilkinson 2004). Second, the discussion
leader can use questions to check the agreement level in the group on what has been
contributed.
Altogether, asking questions that seek information, clarification, check for agree-
ments or initiate repair provide ways to elicit and integrate the contributions of
stakeholders. By using these questions, discussion leaders promote a rational and
simultaneously social validation group process.
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4.2 Prompting Reflection
Questions that encourage thought and participation are critical for effective facilitation
(Clawson and Bostrom 1996). Based on an in-depth analysis of 235 reports from 50
experienced facilitators, questioning was raised as one of the sixteen critical facilitator
role dimensions. The dimension not only regards the act of asking the “best” questions
that encourage thought and participation, but also the development of questions (i.e.,
how to word questions) (Clawson and Bostrom 1996, p. 13). Direct probes are meant
to challenge group members thinking and reasoning, for instance when the discussion
leader has doubts about correctness of what was said by someone (Wilkinson 2004).
Critical questions can be used to increasing cognitive conflict in the group. A critical
question is particularly useful when the group seems to develop a premature consensus
and more probing into the problem definition or perspectives is required (Vennix 1996).
This helps to challenge assumptions and ideas, as part of the joint thinking process.
Thus, the discussion leader can then use questions as a very direct way to stimulate
the thinking process.
Another way to challenge participants may be to use the floating an idea question.
In that case, the discussion leader gives a suggestion in the form of a question, such
as “What about ….?” (Wilkinson 2004, p. 41). We see this as an interesting question
type to include in our typology to assess the degree to which these questions have
been used by discussion leaders. In facilitated modelling, the facilitator is expected to
refrain from value judgements and expressing own opinions (Franco and Montibeller
2010; Vennix 1996). This stems from the idea that being actively involved in the con-
tent of the discussion hinders a discussion leader’s capability to observe and reflect the
process (Doyle and Straus 1976; Phillips and Phillips 1993). In the view of Phillips
and Phillips, being actively concerned with the content of discussions or refraining
from contributing to content, is the essential difference between leading and facilitat-
ing a group. However, there may be instances where contributing to the content of the
discussion seems appropriate to facilitators (Vennix 1996). For instance, if the group
seems to overlook potential relevant information (Wilkinson 2004). Then, there is the
possibility to step out of the facilitating role for a moment to contribute the informa-
tion (Doyle and Straus 1976). Alternatively, Wilkinson (2004) suggested to float the
information in a question. (For an account of how facilitators might become involved
in the discussion process, see Gregory and Romm 2001).
4.3 Information Management
Already half a century ago, Maier (1967) considered the unique role of discussion
leaders to effectively use group resources and avoid potential dysfunctions. He argued
that discussion leaders need to focus on the group process in a serving role, and take
responsibility for accurate communication and managing information (Larson et al.
1998; Maier 1967). Keeping the discussion moving and summarising are just some of
the concrete behavioural options mentioned by Maier for group leaders to facilitate a
discussion. Information management is particularly important when different group
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members bring up related issues at different episodes of the discussion (Larson et al.
1998).
Discussion leaders influence the flow of discussion in various ways, for instance by
inviting group members to elaborate on issues or avoiding superfluous detail (Aksoy-
Burkert and König 2015). In groups guided by a chairperson, information management
is however complicated by the dual role of the chairperson in the discussion (Keyton
and Stallworth 2003; Phillips 2007). The chairperson faces the task of guiding the
group towards achievement of the meeting goal, but typically also has a stake in the
content of the discussion. The chairperson may want to come up with own information
and opinions, rather than inviting other group members to contribute. In contrast, facil-
itators try to refrain from expressing their opinions. In facilitated modelling, keeping
the discussion on track involves asking questions rather than voicing opinions. The
questions are closely related to the modelling process (Vennix 1996). For instance, to
start the modelling process in group model building, typically, the facilitator asks the
group to identify the problem variable including the time horizon (Vennix 1996). The
facilitator directs the group towards exploration and identification of the problematic
behaviour of the problem. Subsequently, the facilitator asks the group members to
identify causes and effects of the problem variable. Building the model is realised
through asking questions (e.g., “which variable is a cause for change”?, “does every-
one agree with [the proposed relation]?”). Active inquiry by discussion leaders will
encourage group members to contribute to the discussion; being a discussion leader
includes status and enables the discussion leader to influence the discussion process
(Edmondson et al. 2003).
Information management through asking questions can lead to a better use of infor-
mation in group decision making (Larson 2010; Okhuysen and Eisenhardt 2002). In
an experiment in which three-person medical teams diagnosed fictitious cases, Larson
et al. (1998) observed that the group leader asked more questions about information
discussed earlier than the other group members. This behaviour was explained by the
leader position in the group, as this position would include a greater responsibility to
fulfil the information management function. Asking questions helps the group to not
forget or overlook relevant information discussed at an earlier moment in the discus-
sion. Thus, questioning is a way to keep information “alive” (Larson et al. 1998, p.
105).
The preceding has shown that questioning is part of information management. By
selecting specific questions to ask to group members, discussion leaders influence the
flow of the discussion and information use. We distinguished four question types as
indicators of information management. Opening questions are questions that discus-
sion leaders use at the start of the discussion or at the switch to a new topic in the
discussion (called ‘starting’ questions by Wilkinson 2004). Redirection questions can
be asked when group members contributions appear to go beyond what is seems rele-
vant for the discussion at that moment. The function of these questions is to keep the
discussion back on track (Wilkinson 2004). Further, discussion leaders need to keep
track of the information that is discussed and synthesise the information (Nelson and
McFadzean 1998). Group members’ contributions should be recorded in such a way
that group members understand them and feel committed to the content of information
recorded (Wilkinson 2004). Recording questions therefore aim to ensure that what is
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documented during the discussion, reflects what participants have contributed (i.e.,
in their words). Finally, closing questions can be used at the end for reviewing and
evaluating group members’ objectives, the issues discussed and the results achieved
(Wilkinson 2004).
In sum, three main arguments underlay our interest in questioning behaviour: the
rational and social validation function, the prompt for reflection and, finally, the infor-
mation management function. It should be noted that we focused on task-related
questions in this study. In other words, we did not consider questions that could be
considered as socio-emotional contributions.
Table 1 presents the typology that served to assess questioning by discussion leaders
in this study.
Based on the foregoing descriptions and arguments, a major difference between
chairpersons and facilitators is that the first also makes content statements while the
latter refrains from taking a position on the issue the group works on. We thus assumed
that a larger fraction of the contributions of the facilitator would be formulated in a
neutral manner, for which a question is a useful format. Therefore we expected that
in groups supported with group model building, more questions of all types would be
asked by the discussion leader than in unsupported meetings.
5 Method
Below, we describe the classroom experiment in which we collected data for our study.
Data were collected during a PhD project in which we evaluated the effectiveness of
group model building (McCardle-Keurentjes 2015). As these data stem from discus-
sions that were transcribed and coded, we specifically pay attention to our approach
to coding. We first tested the difference in the total number of questions asked by
discussion leaders in group model building groups versus unsupported groups (also
called meeting as usual groups). We continued with a comparison of question type
frequencies and sequences in questioning by discussion leaders. For the latter, we
extended the work by Block (2016) that was supervised by the first author and used
the dataset of McCardle-Keurentjes (2015).
5.1 Participants and Design
A total of 152 undergraduates (third year students in a Bachelor’s programme in Busi-
ness Administration) participated as part of their teaching program in an experiment
of one factor (decision support) with two levels (group model building support vs
unsupported). Students subscribed in small groups to participate in a session that was
presented to them as an exercise in group decision making. The students were ran-
domly assigned to the conditions. One group was dropped from the analysis because
this group was incomplete. The data of 26 five-person groups were analysed. In each
condition, 33 women and 32 men participated as a group member. The mean age of
participants was 21.5 years (n 130, SD 2.05).
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5.2 Procedure and Decision Making Task
The experiment was conducted over 2 days. For the experimental (group model build-
ing) groups, five facilitators were available. The facilitators were instructed to facilitate
on the basis of their experience. One facilitator supported five groups, one facilitator
supported three groups, two facilitators each supported two groups and there was one
facilitator who supported one group. We asked the four facilitators who supported
more than one group to try to start with each group from scratch (so, not to use the
information that came up in a previous group discussion). We asked all facilitators
to not discuss their experiences with colleague facilitators during the course of the
experiment. The facilitators were not informed about the microlevel behaviour of our
interest.
In the group model building groups, the facilitator guided the meeting, and took care
of the experimental procedure (i.e., handed out materials such as consent subject forms
and questionnaires). In the control (meeting as usual or unsupported) groups, a research
assistant directed the procedure and handed out the materials. In both conditions, the
task information was distributed to participants systematically (i.e., one after another,
to start with the person at one’s left). The fifth group member received information
belonging to the role of ‘president and board’. We expected this person to chair the
meeting. This person thus combined the role of a group member and discussion leader.
The meeting as usual groups were free in how to shape their meeting.
The participants received a hidden profile task based on a real-life strategic decision-
making problem, that is, the case of the Saturday Evening Post (Hall 1984), once a
magazine in the United States. There were five managers in the team, each belonging
to different departments, that is, circulation, publisher, editorial, production, and pres-
ident and board (i.e., the office of the president representing the board). In addition to
the general information for all, each manager received information that was particular
to his/her position. The team was instructed to clarify the problem of falling profits
and asked what to do to tackle the problem. Three options were proposed to consider,
but other options could be also considered. The participants were allowed to review
their task information during the discussion, but not to read it out loud to other group
members.
All groups had one hour for the decision making discussion, and all discussions
were video and audio recorded.
5.3 Coding
The videotapes of the recorded discussions (N 26) were transcribed by stu-
dents/research assistants who were not informed about our research aim. We left the
notation of question marks in the transcript to the natural language interpretation of
each transcriber. We ensured the adequacy of the transcriptions in several ways, for
instance, with a written instruction, and by checking parts of the transcribed materials.
For coding the data, first, we determined the unit of observation (Weingart 1997).
Each sentence was considered a separate unit for coding, because that allowed us
to assign codes to each—easy to identify—part in a speaking turn, as well as to
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Table 2 Sample of a coded transcript of a group model building discussion
Rolea and contribution Code (explanation)
Pu Well in general the more readers the more profit PU_LZ (publisher, readers)
PU_WI (publisher, profits)
Ci Yeah sure, sure CI_SR (circulation, simple reaction)
Pu If you lower subscription price, you have more
profit
PU_ABP (publisher, subscription
price) PU_WI (publisher, profits)
Fac Okay, we can always change the model later.
This is.. it’s the first thing, this readers profit,
readers goes up, the profit goes up. But it had
also had to do with price I heard?
FAC (facilitator)
FAC (facilitator)
FAC_Q (facilitator, question)
aRoles were typed in bold in the transcript
interruptions in a speaking turn. Next, we constructed a task-specific coding scheme
to include the categories of the variables of our interest. Using the software program
ATLAS-TI, for each unit we identified the speaker and whether the contribution was
a question or not. The presence of a question mark at the end of a sentence sufficed to
consider the unit as a question. Further, all contributions of group members—but not
of the facilitator—were assessed with regard to the content of the contribution. The
coding scheme and instructions were included in a codebook.
To determine the specific content of contributions required considerable coding
training. Yet, the coders could easily identify the speaker and form of a contribution
from the transcript: The role name of the participant or of the facilitator was visible
in the left margin. Also, it was visible whether a contribution was accompanied by
a question mark. As an example, a short extract of a transcript and the codes that
are assigned, can be seen in Table 2. In this part of the discussion, the publisher and
the circulation manager are contributing, and the facilitator reacts to them. It shows,
for instance, that the last contribution of the facilitator is a question, and is coded as
FAC_Q (i.e., facilitator_question). Note, if the contribution of the facilitator would
not have been accompanied by a question mark in the transcript, only the role code of
the facilitator would have been be assigned. The sample also shows group members’
contributions, such as the first unit in which the publisher (PU) contributed to the
discussion and to which two content codes were assigned, that is, readers (LZ), and
profits (WI).
The final intercoder reliability values were κ .67 (unsupported discussions) and
κ .73 (group model building discussions). Both values were above the threshold
suggested by (Neuendorf 2011) and could be considered “acceptable” and as “good”
agreement (Fleiss et al. 2003, p. 604), respectively. It should be noted that these values
are primarily meaningful with regard to the reliability of the coding concerning the
content of the contributions of participants. As said before, it was fairly straightforward
to identify the person who was talking as well as whether a contribution was a question
or not.
The number of questions asked was assessed per group discussion. As the number
of questions asked is dependent on the length of the discussion, we determined the
ratio of questions asked by the discussion leader to the total contributions made in
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the discussion. This ratio was used to test the difference in questions asked by the
discussion leader in the two conditions.
To compare the type of questions asked by discussion leaders and the sequences
in questioning over time, the 26 transcripts of group discussions were recoded. Initial
coding focused only on identification of question types resulting in frequencies (Block
2016). On the basis of Block’s work, functions were grouped into categories (see
Table 1) and sequences were identified. Again, coding instructions were used as well as
the programme ATLAS-ti. We identified all sentences ending with a question mark as
a unit and coded these with respect to question type. Sentences in which the discussion
leader expressed that he or she was asking—or wanting to ask—a question were also
selected for coding (this is different from the coding reported above where we only
coded units as a question if they were accompanied by a question mark). We took
account of the context of questions to determine question type with the restriction of
a domain up to and including ten units (i.e., sentences) before and four units after
the question to code. We assigned questions that did not match to one of the question
types, to a separate category ‘Others’. Some examples of questions in this category
are “Sorry?”, “Actually, it is going well, isn’t it?”, “What time is it?”.
Before the final coding started, the coding was practiced. We compiled four docu-
ments of various discussion parts for comparison of coding work by two coders. The
coders discussed the disagreements in coding which resulted in adaptation of the cod-
ing instructions. One change in the codebook was the inclusion of a simple decision
scheme. A question could be assigned into only one category and in some cases it was
difficult to decide which question type was most applicable. We therefore designed the
decision scheme to indicate an ordering of question types (see Fig. 1). First, we con-
sidered whether the question was an opening question, redirection or closing question
(all three belonging to the information management category). In Fig. 1, these are cap-
tured under ‘procedural’ questions. If the question was not a procedural questions, the
coder assessed whether the question could be identified as one of the questions listed
in the right column. The right column lists question types (summarised as ‘problem
structuring’ questions) that seemed to be more directly related to functions affecting
the climate necessary to gain insight into the problem and to come to a joint group
answer in the problem situation.
The final coding was performed by one person, but a second coder was involved
to assess reliability of the final coding. To determine reliability of this coding, we
considered the general rule with regard to the size of a sample for testing reliability
provided by Neuendorf (2002), which says that probably 50 units should be needed
minimally, and more than 300 units rarely. We opted for 100 units from group model
building discussions and 100 units from the discussions in unsupported groups. We
randomly selected parts from both groups and from different parts in the discussion.
The reliability values were κ .81 (group model building discussions) and κ .74
(unsupported groups), which could be considered as fair to good (Fleiss et al. 2003).
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Fig. 1 Decision scheme for coding question types (reproduced from Block 2016, p. 26)
6 Results
In this section we first report findings with respect to the total number of questions
asked by discussions leaders in the two conditions. Next, we address the results on
question type frequencies and sequences of questions over time.
6.1 Frequencies
In total, 24,452 contributions were identified in the discussions (N= 26).2 In the group
model building condition, 12,571 contributions were made (from both participants
and facilitator), and in the unsupported condition, 11,881 contributions were made
(McCardle-Keurentjes 2015). From the contributions of facilitators in group model
building discussions, 34% were questions (total contributions of facilitator: 4671). The
percentage of questions in chairpersons’ contributions was 13.3% (total contributions
of chairpersons: 3137).
2 Excluded contributions (n 280) of which the source was a research assistant, an observer or unclear.
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Please recall that we took into account that the number questions asked by discus-
sion leaders is related to the length of discussions and that we determined questioning
behaviour of the discussion leader as the ratio of questions asked by the discussion
leader to the total number of contributions made in the discussion. The median per-
centage of questions asked by the discussion leader in the unsupported groups (i.e.,
the chairperson) was 3.34 with a range of 8.30. The median percentage of questions
asked by facilitators was 14.27 with a range of 13.45 (McCardle-Keurentjes 2015).
We expected that more questions would be asked by the discussion leader in groups
supported with group model building than in unsupported meetings. A Mann–Whit-
ney U test indicated that the facilitator in group model building groups (Mean Rank
16.75, n 13) asked more questions than the chairperson in the groups without
decision support (Mean Rank 7.46, n 13), U 6.00, z −3.33 (corrected for
ties), p < .001 (one-tailed).3 This could be considered a “large” effect size (r= .80) and
supported our expectation (McCardle-Keurentjes 2015).
We now turn to the measures and results with regard to our examination of question
type frequencies and sequences. Table 3 shows the frequencies of questions per type
for each discussion in our sample. The questions are sorted in the main categories of
functions of questions in group decision making (i.e., rational and social validation,
prompting reflection, and information management) and a category Others.
As questions were not normally distributed, we used a nonparametric test for dif-
ferences in medians. Fisher’s exact probability test showed that looking at absolute
numbers, group model building discussions had a higher median number of all question
types than unsupported discussions (highest two-tailed significance was .001 which
is significant at the .05 level). However, since the total number of questions identi-
fied was higher in group model building discussions than in unsupported discussions
(column Quest Total), it was also useful to look at the fraction of questions of each
type out of the total. Fisher’s exact probability test for relative numbers showed that,
compared to unsupported discussions, group model building discussions had a higher
fraction of questions of the types social and rational validation and prompting reflec-
tion (two-tailed significance was .02 which is significant at the .05 level). The fraction
of questions on information management and others was not significantly different
(two-tailed significance was .43).
6.2 Sequences
Before we address patterns in sequences over time, a couple of observations are
important. First, it is important to remember that we only looked at questions by
the discussion leader: the facilitator in the case of group model building and the chair-
person in the case of unsupported groups. For participants in a group model building
session, the approach to be followed is novel. This means that the steps in the process
3 A Kolmogorov–Smirnov test for two independent samples showed that the cumulative distributions were
different, and supported the results of the Mann–Whitney U test; the percentages of questions asked by the
discussion leader in group model building groups were higher than in the unsupported groups; the difference
was statistically significant, the most extreme absolute difference D  .77, Z 1.96, p < .001, one-tailed,
exact probability.
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and the type of information sought after is not familiar to group members. Contrast this
to the unsupported meeting, in which the chairperson employs a procedure that is at
least somewhat familiar to all participants in the group. As a consequence, participants
in a unsupported meeting may find it easy to take over the task of the chairperson. If, for
example, the chairperson asks for options to improve the situation of Saturday Evening
Post, this question does not need extra explanation and should the occasion arise, a
group member will find it easy to prompt for further actions. In that case, the group
member takes over part of the questioning role of the chairperson. For group model
building this is less likely as facilitator questions are novel to participants. Questions
include for instance: “Which variables can you think of that relate to this problem?”
or “Is A related to B?”. The concept ‘variable’ and the exact meaning of ‘relationship’
is novel to most participants, making it less likely that group members take over this
role of the facilitator. This may lead to the expectation that in group model building
most questions are asked by the facilitator, while in unsupported meetings questions
are more equally shared by the chairperson and participants. However, this turned out
not to be the case (McCardle-Keurentjes 2015); the difference between the number of
questions asked by group members in the two conditions was nonsignificant.
Second, a group model building meeting proceeds through a series of well-defined
steps but this is not true for meetings as usual. Participants in group model building
work on their task by following the phases of NGT, linking variables by drawing
causal relations, and identification of options to improve the situation. The phases of
divergence and convergence are thus intentionally separated and the discussion starts
with problem analysis before moving on to discussing solutions (Dwyer and Stave
2008; Franco et al. 2016). In unsupported discussions we can expect a more fluid
process without clearly separated phases. The chairperson may open the meeting by
inviting each participant to state their preferred solutions, after which a discussion
emerges on the rationale for each solution. Alternatively, the chairperson may propose
to analyse the problem before going to solutions (see also Hirokawa 1983). In other
words, the order in which the problem and solutions is discussed may vary. Meetings
as usual, using open discussions, are notorious for diving into one particular aspect
of the issue without keeping the bigger picture in mind (the bandwagon effect; Doyle
and Straus 1976). This means that divergence and convergence are mixed up.
The fact that, in comparison to a chairperson, the facilitator’s role is less easily
taken over by participants, combined with the observation that group model building
process is more clearly separated in steps than meetings as usual, has a number of
consequences for sequences over time. The first is that the facilitator will have a
bigger role in guiding participants through the process than the chairperson. When the
group needs to switch from NGT to identifying causal relations, the facilitator needs
to describe what is expected and explain the rationale for moving to the next step. This
involves questions on closing one task (e.g., “I would like to propose we stop adding
variables for the moment. Does this list of variables cover the most important aspects
of the problem?”) and opening or introducing the next task (e.g., “We can now have
a look at how problem elements are interconnected. Is everyone fine with switching
to identifying relations?”). Therefore it seems logical to expect more information
management questions around the transition of phases. But information management
can also be expected while working on a task. The middle part of the process, causal
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mapping, typically takes more time than NGT or identification of policies. When the
group has spent some time on causal analysis of one part of the problem, let’s say
marketing, he or she may ask the group if there are other important dimensions. This
may take the form of an opening question, for instance “Can we now look at financial
aspects?”. Therefore we can expect ‘spikes’ of information management in between
steps but also during the phase of causal mapping.
The fact that group model building is organised in distinct steps, and in particular
that divergence and convergence are separated, has another consequence. NGT is a
divergent step that prompts group members to generate information, which primarily
relates to rational and social validation. Where NGT prompts for variables, the next step
of causal diagramming asks for relations between variables. This continues rational
and social validation but also goes into reflection: Having information on the board
for all group members to see, makes it easy for the facilitator to invite participants to
reflect on what has been captured so far. In turn, this can extend into identification of
policies. Once the causal structure of the issue is visualised, the facilitator can turn
the discussion to steering the problem in the right direction (e.g., “Is it also possible
to reduce ‘a’?”).
This led us to the following patterns that could be observed in the sequences over
time. In group model building we would expect to see episodes of information man-
agement when moving from one step to another and in the middle step of causal
mapping. In unsupported groups this would be less the case as steps are not clearly
separated. In group model building we expected rational and social validation in the
beginning of the process, giving way to reflection. Again, in unsupported groups we
expected a less clear development over time.
The graphs in Fig. 2a, b can be read as follows. The horizontal axis shows time. The
duration of the meetings varied both within and between conditions. The median time
for unsupported groups was 52 min with a range of 40 min. The shortest unsupported
meeting lasted for 29 and the longest for 69 min. The median time for modelling groups
was 62 min with a range of 20 min. The shortest group model building meeting took
50 and the longest 70 min. A Kolmogorov–Smirnov test for two independent samples
showed that the difference was significant (most extreme absolute difference D  .54, Z
1.37, p  .04, two-tailed, McCardle-Keurentjes 2015). Because of the large variation
in the duration of discussions, we opted for standardising the time axis by dividing each
discussion in ten phases. The vertical axis indicates for each phase the absolute number
of three types of discussion leader questions (rational and social validation, prompting
reflection, information management) and of questions in the category others. Note that
the vertical axis for unsupported groups has a range from 0 to 10 and for the modelling
groups from 0 to 20.
Visual inspection of the graphs revealed first and foremost the great diversity in
questioning patterns over time. Looking at the sequences for group model building,
some information management took place at the beginning of the sessions and in the
middle phase. In unsupported groups, information management primarily happened
at the end of the meetings.
Inspection of the group model building sequences also seemed to indicate that
rational and social validation was high early on in the process and then declined over
time. Conversely, prompting reflection was low in the beginning and increased over
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Fig. 2 a Sequences over time for unsupported (MU) groups 1–6 and group model building (GMB) groups
14–19. b Sequences over time for unsupported (MU) groups 7–13 and group model building (GMB) groups
20–26 (blue: rational and social validation; red: prompting reflection; grey: information management;
yellow: others). Note: The y-axis for MU groups has a range from 0 to 10 and for the GMB groups from 0
to 20. (Color figure online)
time. Considering the sequences of rational and social validation questions in the
unsupported groups, a more ambiguous picture emerged. In some groups the chair-
person asked validation questions primarily in beginning of the discussion (e.g., MU4,
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MU12), others used these questions more in the second part of their meeting (e.g., MU
3, MU11), and some others asked validation questions throughout the discussion pro-
cess (e.g., MU7, MU9). Similarly, there seemed no pattern apparent in the sequence
of questions asked by chairpersons prompting reflection.
Finally, with the exception of two unsupported discussions, questions of the cat-
egory ‘Others’ were asked by all discussion leaders. These questions were asked at
various moments of the process in both groups.
7 Conclusion and Discussion
As facilitator behavior can have great impact on groups (cf. Schein 1997), it is impor-
tant to better understand how facilitators influence discussion processes. To that end,
the present study explored a process element of facilitated modelling in a classroom
experiment: question asking by facilitators. This study responds to the call for more
systematic research on what actually happens in the process of facilitated modelling.
We examined questioning behavior at the microlevel by comparing frequencies as
well as sequences in which questions of different types were asked by the discussion
leaders over time. The groups in our experiment were either supported by a facilitator
using group model building, or guided by a chairperson who also had a stake in the
problem the group worked on.
In line with our expectations, we found that in groups supported with group model
building, more questions were asked by the discussion leader than in unsupported
meetings. This finding extends the literature by showing for the first time that discus-
sion leaders in facilitated modelling behave differently with respect to questioning than
discussion leaders in unsupported meetings. Our study indicates that asking questions
is a distinctive element of facilitation to support strategic decision making groups.
To further clarify questioning behaviour in our study, we presented a typology
of questions based on functions of questions in strategic decision making groups.
The typology contains three main functions of questions by discussion leaders: to (a)
promote a rational and simultaneously social validation group process, (b) prompt
reflection, and (c) manage information. This typology of questions was the basis for
coding the questions of discussion leaders.
As expected, facilitators asked more questions of all functions than chairpersons
(looking at absolute numbers of questions asked). This supports the idea that chair-
persons are less likely to ask questions to group members due to their dual role in the
discussion (Keyton and Stallworth 2003). In terms of percentage (taking into account
the higher number of questions in group model building discussions), facilitators asked
more questions than chairpersons to promote validation and stimulate reflection, but
not to manage information. A clear conclusion can be drawn from facilitators’ use of
validation and reflection questions in our study: Asking questions that seek informa-
tion, clarify and connect group members’ contributions in a joint thinking process is
at the very heart of facilitation in model-driven decision support. The evidence from
our study supports assumptions about essential elements of facilitated modelling (see
e.g., Franco and Montibeller 2010; Morton et al. 2003).
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The fact that there was no difference in the attention of discussion leaders for infor-
mation management is unexpected and requires further consideration. One explanation
may be that that the chairpersons tended to discuss one of the questions on the post-
discussion questionnaire (handed out for research purposes) more explicitly than the
facilitators. If this question was discussed, obviously at the end of the meeting, it was
coded as a closing question (belonging to the information management category). The
lack of any meaningful difference in information management questioning may be
due to the research design.
When we compared sequences in question types over time, we discovered patterns
that differed widely in conditions and between conditions. Yet, there seemed to be
some evidence for more a structured questioning process in group model building
discussions compared to the discussions in unsupported groups. Analysis of question
type frequencies revealed that facilitators mainly asked questions from the rational and
social validation category, and that this question type declined over the course of the
discussion process. Questions prompting reflection gradually appeared, and increased
in number. In contrast, questioning behaviour of chairpersons showed a mixed picture
for both rational and social validation questions and questions to prompt reflection.
This seems to reflect the mixing up of divergent and convergent group activities which
has been observed in unsupported groups (Doyle and Straus 1976). We believe that the
sequences of facilitators’ questions observed in our study show evidence of the nature
of the process to realise the open climate necessary to build understanding. A climate
for open discussion will be enhanced by questions that promote validation and support
the thinking process (Vennix 1996). As questions are a way to support groups in a way
that does not evoke affective or negative reactions (Bales 2002), facilitators may have
used questioning as an intervention to help reaching the goals of group model building.
We do not know whether facilitators used questioning intentionally as an intervention
to better support their groups. Future work may build an understanding of the extent
in which awareness by facilitators of questioning as an intervention (Schein 1997)
is desired to improve the effectiveness of facilitated modelling in messy problem
situation.
We hope the typology of question types developed in our study raises awareness of
questioning as an intervention. The typology provides discussion leaders a preliminary
overview of questions types related to their functions. Our typology does not include a
separate category related to “difficult and sometimes obvious questions” (Ackermann
1996, p. 75), which derive their significance from the meaning in a particular context.
However, difficult or obvious questions may be recognised within our typology: A
direct probe is a critical question challenging group members’ thinking, which can be
perceived as a difficult one. Similarly, an indirect probe may be perceived as an obvious
question, yet it may be needed to clarify a contribution and prevent misunderstanding.
As said, we consider our typology as a preliminary overview; recognising that a better
understanding of the relationships between questioning and outcomes of facilitated
modelling is needed, it is likely that the typology will be adapted. So far, the current
overview may be useful for novice facilitators to evaluate facilitation practices, and
be stored in scripts (Hovmand et al. 2012). Furthermore, the typology can be helpful
for educational purposes and training of skills (cf. Aksoy-Burkert and König 2015).
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The present study has several limitations. One limitation is inherent to assessment of
frequencies of questions. Consider for instance the fact that information management
questions were least often asked by discussion leaders (as can be seen in Table 3). While
thinking about implications of the latter, the limitation of assessment of frequencies
of questions— as in our study—becomes very clear: Frequencies are just a small
part of the story, as one question will be more influential than another. Implicitly,
the point has been made by Richardson and Andersen too (1995; see Sect. 3). We
believe that additional qualitative analysis of questioning is a fruitful way to deepen
our understanding of the role of questioning.
Further, in group interaction, a question never stands alone. A better understanding
of the role of questioning by the facilitator will thus require more attention to the
context; to what precedes a facilitator’s question, and what is following it. For coding,
this implies that we should focus on a larger part of the discussions than is done
in this study. Moreover, social-emotional aspects in group communication should be
examined too. Questioning entails more than what is asked, how often, and when; it is
also about how questions are asked (Clawson and Bostrom 1996). In the present study
we focused only on task-related functions of questions and neglected the importance
of building and maintaining good relationships between group members (cf. Bales
2002).
The design of the study allowed us to examine our expectations, but especially the
external validity is a point of concern. Our study was done in a classroom-setting with
students working on a decision making task that they received from us. They did not
work on their own problem (cf. Eden 1995). Discussion leaders in the unsupported
groups were assigned a task they did not prepare for. Moreover, the chairpersons may
have differed in their experience in guiding a discussion. From the perspective from
participants, it may make a difference whether the discussion process is guided by a
person who is external to their group (as the facilitators in our study) or by a student
participant. Further, there are factors that we did not measure but may have played a
role such as leadership style, status, or familiarity between group members. Another
concern is that some facilitators guided more than one group. The information shared
in one group may have influenced questioning by these facilitators in a subsequent
facilitated meeting. We intended to minimise that influence from a previous session by
asking facilitators to try to start from scratch with each group, but this may have been
difficult to realise for them. The factors discussed so far point to potentially confound-
ing factors in our study. Consequently, research on questioning in natural situations,
both in supported as unsupported meetings, needs to be done. For an example of a
study that investigated microlevel behaviour in facilitated modelling in a real-life set-
ting, see Tavella and Franco (2015). Another concern relevant to external validity is
whether our results can be generalised to other types of interventions. In our study we
used one version of facilitated modelling: group model building resulting in qualita-
tive causal loop diagrams. Although there are indications of similarities between the
process followed in different approaches focused on qualitative causal modelling (see
Herrera et al. 2016; Rouwette et al. 2011), this assumption remains to be tested.
Finally, Hirokawa (1983) found no relation between discussion process and effec-
tiveness. McCardle-Keurentjes (2015) studied the process as well as effectiveness of
group model building but did not analyse the link between the two. We have not con-
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sidered the effectiveness of groups in the present study. However, we have set a first
step in shedding light on how questioning in facilitated modelling works. In this study,
many questions were used by the facilitators in conversation with participants. In fact,
34% of the facilitators’ contributions were coded as questions. Thus, questioning was
an indispensable part of facilitation. Future studies should focus on identification of
major patterns in question sequences, typical for facilitation, and their value for reach-
ing the aims of decision support. Similar to discovering what is necessary to win a
game of chess, we should identify facilitation strategies that work.
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